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Rizzoli International Publications, United States, 2015. Hardback.
Book Condition: New. 335 x 284 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. A catalog documenting an exhibition at Gagosian
Gallery, New York, in 2013. It includes several bodies of recent
work, including Antiquity paintings, Venus sculptures, and work
from the renowned Hulk Elvis and Celebration series, the latter
of which Koons has been working on for twenty years. With
sources as diverse as children s art, comic-book characters, and
figures from classical antiquity, Koons continues to draw a
common thread through cultural history, creating works that
attempt to touch the core of the human psyche. Working
through conceptual constructs including the new, the banal, and
the sublime, he has taken his work from its literal, deadpan
beginnings in ready-mades to baroque creations that extol
innocence, beauty, sexuality, and happiness in confounding
combinations of abstraction, figuration, sumptuous effect, and
pure spectacle.In the newest series of work, the Antiquity (2009-
13) series, the paintings pulse with complex layerings of image,
reference, and chromatic nuance as Koons explores the
historical oscillation of form in painting and sculpture. Two
outsized Venus sculptures in mirror-polished stainless steel are
the first sculptures to be completed in this series; one...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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